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What Are Inexperienced Learners Thinking in the Initial Stage of the Expertise?
Ryo SAWADA*,  Taira NAKAJIMA**
ABSTRACT
*Graduate School of Educational Informatics / Education Division, Tohoku University
**Graduate School of Educational Informatics / Research Division, Tohoku University
What is happening in a learner in the process of being able to do somethings that one wasn't capable of doing before? 
As its first step to solve the question, this research aims to classify the thought during learning by the learner in the 
first process of mastering from the inexperienced state. As a method, researchers themselves are qualitatively analyzed 
utterances obtained during practice of riding a unicycle. As a result, it was categorized into seven categories "" ... and, 
"". When compared with classification of thought by previous research, analysis result was considered to be valid. In 
this research, thought classification was done by collecting speech data along the process of mastery. Furthermore, 
we were able to describe in detail the way the thought of the subject changes and the thought that the subject himself 
looked back on his own mastery process. It is necessary to clarify the relationship between the mastery process and 
thinking, such as what kind of thinking will occur at the time of the mastery process.
Key Words: Expertise, Studies with/on First-Personʼs View, Unicycle, Qualitative Research
—Qualitative Analysis of Learnerʼs Thoughts during an Unicycle Practice—
未経験者は熟達する最初の過程で何を考えているのか　〜一輪車乗りを対象とした思考内容の質的分析〜
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